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of Space Business Research Center at the University of Houston-Clear Lake, served
as RICIS technical representative.
Funding has been provided by Administration Directorate, NASA/JSC through
Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-16 between NASA Johnson Space Center and the
University of Houston-Clear Lake. The NASA technical monitor for this activity was
Robert MacDonald, Assistant to the Director for Research, Education and
University Programs, Mission Support Directorate, NASA/JSC.
The views and conclusions contained in this report are those of the author and
should not be interpreted as representative of the official policies, either express or
implied, of NASA or the United States Government.
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I. Executive Summary
Applied Technology Center
(713) 480-8725
The goal of the Applied Technology Center (ATC)
is to promote the development and transfer of ideas
using the latest available computer technologies.
By maintaining a stimulating environment, the ATC
enhances the synergistic links between people and
concepts. The ATC creatively tethers the resources
of business, university and government establish-
ments in pursuit of its entrepreneurial objectives.
$ 350,000
Donations, grants or equity sharing arrangements
To enable the ATC to successfully launch its concept
in the market-place.
III. BUSINESS PLAN
Enterprise Name Applied Technology Center (ATC)
I
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Business Type
Hours of
Operation
Location
Purpose and
Philosophy
Computer Technology Transfer and Development Non-
Profit Corporation
8 am - 5 pm Monday through Friday
1331 Gemini, Suite 100
Houston, Texas 77058
(713) 480-8725
The mission of the Applied Technology Center is to
stimulate innovation in state-of-the-art and leading
I
edge computer-based technology. In addition to pro-
viding an environment for innovation, the ATC encourages
I
I
!
the practical utilization of late-breaking computer
technologies by firms of all variety. To accomplish its
mission, the ATC board vigorously pursues the following
four strategies:
A. Providing a flrst-class investigation facility,
I
I
I
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C.
D.
Developing people who can nurture and apply
innovative ideas,
Supporting the productive triad of business,
education and research,
=.
Sensing the advanced computer technology industry
I
i
I
for emerging developments.
Successfully applying the four strategies reduces
the risk and shortens the time-frame for entrepreneurial
product development. Importantly, the ATC facility
allows qualified users access to millions of dollars in
I computing equipment for an attractive entry fee.
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It is the highest goal of the ATC to foster
computer-based technology transfer for enterprises of
all sizes. The ATC Board of Directors seeks to
foster technology development and help bridge the
gap between the conceptualization and actualization
of ideas. As the United States government pursues
the nation's space program and private industry
reaches toward the commercialization of space, the
ATC wants to become a proving ground for computing
entrepreneurs.
The ATC is located at the heart of aerospace
development in the Clear Lake Area of Houston.
Immediately accessible by JSC and off-site personnel
alike, the ATC resides at 1331 Gemini, Suite 100.
It is no accident that the ATC was conceived in the
backyard of NASA's mission control center. With
over 3,000 of the nation's best and brightest software
engineers working in an attractive environment, the
coupling of opportunity with ability comes naturally.
The area also ranks among the most affluent, highly
educated and economically robust in the Houston region
and across the State of Texas.
As a linking center between industry, government
and education, the ATC is strategically postured to
tap the best of resources in an extremely cost-effective
manner. The ATC's complement of leading edge and
state-of-the-art computing capabilities even now
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permits complex probes into three dimensional
geometric modeling, expert systems, artificial
intelligence, robotics, and other computer-aided
analyses. The ATC facility can serve well as the
nexus between government agencies--such as NASA/JSC,
DOD and DOT--private companies in the conception,
design and development of engineering ideas, visual
displays, training approaches and related supporting
activities.
Close ties with the University of Houston-Clear
Lake provide an avenue to basic research centers,
training facilities, grants and vast student talent.
Capitalizing on the existing relationship between the
Johnson Space Center and the University, the ATC is
uniquely poised to emphasize opportunities in space-
craft design, biomedicine, automation, and artificial
intelligence.
The benefits stemming from an active ATC are many
and varied. Among the most important benefits the ATC
offers are:
A. A minimum investment opportunity for testing
and prototyping ideas,
B. A minimum investment opportunity for vendor
technology sharing,
C. A central resource for common investigative
research in state-of-the-art computing,
D. An extensive training and educational facility,
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BUSINESS
HISTORY
E. An opportunity for businesses to assess the
potential benefits of automation and product
development.
The Applied Technology Center is in business to
address the computer-based research and development
needs of individuals and enterprises. Its goal is to
continuously feed the cycle of innovation through the
creative interaction of people and ideas in an
environment that erases typical institutional
boundaries.
The Applied Technology Center opened one year ago
as an outgrowth of creative thinking by key aerospace
executives. The concept quickly found its embodiment
in the form of donated computer graphics equipment
located at the UH-Clear Lake campus. Space limitations
dictated that the ATC move to its present location at
1331 Gemini. The Board of Directors continuously
negotiates with computer vendors in its efforts to
offer state-of-the-art capabilities.
,.
The Board recently applied for 501 (c) (3) tax
exempt status with the Internal Revenue Service.
The application is still in process with the
expectation that the desired tax status will be
granted during the current fiscal year.
The ATC associates with the significant
business, development and technology organizations
in the area. Among them are the:
I
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A°
B.
Houston Chamber of Commerce,
Clear Lake Area Chamber of Commerce,
I
I
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C. Clear Lake Area Economic Development Foundation,
D. Clear Lake Area Aerospace Task Force.
The successes of the ATC are reflected by
the products developed at the facility. A
representative sampling of innovations to date
I
includes:
A. A Computer Aided User-oriented System Evaluation
I
I
I B.
(CAUSE) product used to evaluate artificial
intelligence tools. This application was
developed by Boeing Aerospace at the ATC.
The Hazard Analysis Preprocessor Prototype is
destined to help safety engineers systematically
I
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C .
identify hazardous conditions. The Boeing
Aerospace Company also developed this prototype.
Conceptual Engineering drawings for DARPA's
Conestoga IV expendable launch vehicle developed
at the ATC may help Space Services Inc. win
I
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D .
contracts to launchpayloads into low earth
orbit.
Eagle Engineering's development of a generic
space robot design on ATC equipment may be
helpful in unmanned construction and servicing
I
I
I
E.
of the Space Station.
Easyspec Inc. developed an Entity-Attribute-Relation
(EAR) Database productivity tool with ATC
equipment.
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The ATC benefits from the generosity and vision
of high technology computer vendors in the form of
equipment loans. Key pieces of computing hardware --
driven by some of the most advanced software on the
l
l
l
market -- such as those appearing below, help draw
users to the ATC.
A,
B.
C.
Compaq Deskpro 386
Computervision Cadd Station
Computervision Micro Cadd PC/AT
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E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
Computervision Instaview
DEC MicroVAX II GPX
Harris MCS Workstation
Silicon Graphics 2400 Turbo
Silicon Graphics Iris 40/60 Turbo
Symbolics 3650
During its brief existence, the ATC has hosted
orientation seminars for many of the largest and
most innovative firms in the competitive aerospace,
medical and engineering industries.
by seminar participants .!nclude:
Firms represented
A. Boeing Aerospace I. Hughes Tool
B. Lockheed J. M.W. Kellogg
C. IBM K. Singer Link
D. McDonnell Douglas L. Raytheon
E. Seiko M. Martin Marietta
F. Bendix N. Litton Aerospace
G. Bechtel O. LTV
H. Carbomedics P. Symbolics
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PERSONNEL
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The ATC continues to seek the best of computer
technology and offer it to the brightest of innovators
in a fashion which promotes rapid, efficient and cost
effective development.
In accordance with its by-laws, the ATC is
managed by its 10 member Board of Directors. The
current members are:
Board of Directors - 1988
Chairman of the Board
Vice Chairman
Treasurer
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Emyre Barrios Robinson
Barrios Technology
Joe Roach
McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Corporation
Bill Holbert
Symbolics, Inc.
Don Teagarden
Eagle Engineering
Frank Tuma
Boeing
Helen Wood
Digital Equipment
Corporation
John Tahaney
Computervision
John Francis
JAY Advertising
E.T. Dickerson
University of Houston
Clear Lake
Bill Beene
IBM Corporation
I
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The ATC board of directors is guided by Ms.
Emyre Robinson, President of Barrios Technology. MS.
1
I
1
Robinson offers impeccable credentials as an entrepreneur,
having been the driving force behind her present company
start-up, Barrios Technology. Her many awards speak of
her business acumen as does the continued success of
Barrios. The same combination of leadership and optimism
!
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is in evidence in the launch of the ATC.
The individual selected to direct the ATC shall
possess a strong blend of technical expertise and business
savvy. It is this person who, more than any other, will
be responsible for the aggressive marketing and tough-
minded business decisions required in a rapidly transform-
ing environment.
The system manager's area of responsibility is
hardware and software installation and operation.
Every piece of equipment must be monitored for utilization
and operation. The education specialist will conduct
training, participate in grant proposals and support
the day-to-day operatioqs of the ATC working with the
system manager. With this combination of talent and
support the ATC will provide the type of test-bed
environment for innovation that is destined to become
its hallmark.
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POTENTIAL The ATC's vision is to evolve into an innovative
development and transfer facility of national signif-
icance. The emergence from small, individual efforts to
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COMPETITION
IO
larger and more commercially feasible endeavors will
be accomplished through a combination of aggressive
marketing and continuous nurturing of its productive
environment.
Membership on the ATC's board of directors will
continue to be the CEOs or COOs of major aerospace firms,
technology-based enterprises, educational insitutions
and governmental bodies. These individuals will guide
the broad policy decisions as the ATC matures and its
development efforts deepen.
The long term goal of the ATC is to establish a
national reputation as an entrepreneurial facility in
computer software development. This goal, which draws
upon area resources, limits neither the scope nor the
nature of work that can be pursued at the center. The
ATC's impact on the local economy will be to serve as a
magnet attracting risk taking enterprises.
The ATC concept is designed to remove competitive
barriers. Through its direct university and govern-
L.
mental affiliations it endeavors to serve market product
development, not to undertake commercial operations
solely for its own gain.
The ATC itself has no known business kin in the
state or region, its most likely drawing area.
I
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THE TARGET
MARKET
The ATC concept can be successfully exploited in
one primary market and two secondary markets. The
primary market is the local aerospace industry, includ-
ing JSC. This market manifests an extremely high need
II for continual development in space-related software.
I
In addition, the managerial and publishing demands of
those enterprises produce additional needs in training
II
m
4
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and logistics.
The secondary market holds two major components.
The first component includes the computer development
needs of firms in other industries, such as petro-
chemical, bio-medical and financial enterprises. The
r
r
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second component involves smaller and more diverse
entrepreneurial upstarts that can gain from ATC facilities
because of the low access cost.
Potential sources of revenue for the ATC fall into
five categories.
A. User Fees
B. Contract Work
C. Training Programs
D. Grants
E. Donations
The customary sources for the primary and secondary target
markets fall into the first three revenue categories.
Grants will be sought to support sponsored research either
through the University of Houston-Clear Lake or through
federal or stateagencies.
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MARKET ING
PLAN
Findings from a recent market survey verify target
markets both geographically and industrially. Overall,
only limited knowledge of the ATC and its opportunities
exists but keen interest resides in parties aware of the
ATC facility. The strategic marketing approach of the
ATC varies to fit the needs in each market segment.
The locally-based aerospace market is best tapped by
direct and personal interaction of the ATC director with
board members. Planned visits and tested presentation
methods will be utilized to gain maximal involvement by
major aerospace firms.
The secondary market segments will be sought through
a variety of means including: open houses, brochures,
press releases and professional networking. This combin-
ation of efforts serves to keep the ATC continually before
the eyes of potential clients and establishes a conduit for
discussion.
An integral component of the ATC marketing initiative
is the continuous gathering of market intelligence.
Through a system of repetitive telephone polls from a
rotating group of experts in emerging fields, the ATC will
be able to keep pace with the changing market configuration.
This process is currently in place and has successfully
provided rich information from the initial scanning of the
market.
University affiliations and contacts with state and
federal agencies will be fully utilized to generate a
continuous flow of grant proposals in the areas of tech-
I
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nology education, training, integration and evaluation.
Agencies such as the Texas Education Agency, Coordinating
Board, National Science Foundation and Department of
Education are known to seek and fund calibre scientific
1 investigations in the realm of technology and education.
!
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SUMMARY
STATEMENT
The ATC concept is to provide a fluid, dynamic
environment for the pursuit of innovation in computer
technology accessible to companies large and small.
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The ATC enterprise can swiftly respond to market
shifts as it nurtures the best of the entrepreneurial
spirit.
In the coming years the ATC can be host to a
dazzling array of products developed in its facility.
Members will be drawn from major high technology and
technology using firms as sponsored and individual
research efforts are pursued in tandem. The linkage
between business, university and government will become
virtually seamless, as society gains both commercially
and materially from its .products.
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V. PROFORMA CASH FLOW STATEMENTS
2O
The proforma cash flow statements which follow are constructed from
the best available data as of the time of this plan. Revenue sources are
predominantly fees, grants and contracts. However, the ATC may engage in
revenue sharing arrangements in the development of commercially launched
products. Given the inherent uncertainty of revenue accruing from such
sources they have been omitted from the statements shown.
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APPLIED TECHNOLOGY CENTER
PROFORMA CASHFLOW STATEMENT
FIVE YEARS OF OPERATION
Cash Inflows Ist. QRT 2nd. QRT
Year I
3rd. QRT 4th. QRT
Membership Fees 8,000 8,000 8,000
Grants 0 O 0
Contract Revenue O 15,000 15,000
8,000
50,000
20,000
Total Inflows 8,000 23,000 23,000 78,000
Cash Outflows
Salaries
Director 22,500 22,500 22,500 22,500
Office 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000
Technical 8,000 8,O00 8,000 8,000
Office Equipment 6,000 O 0 O
Advertising 4,000 10,O00 3,000 3,OOO
Repairs &
Maintenance 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000
Lease: Office &
Utilities 14,OOO 14,0OO 14,000 14,OOO
Telephone 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000
Postage & Freight 750 750 750 750
Legal &
Professional 25,000 0 O O
Capital Purchases O 3,000 2,000 1,0OO
Office Supplies 1,OOO 1,O00 1,0OO 1,OOO
Business Promotion 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000
Total Outflows 95,250 73,250
Net Cashflow/
Period (87,250) (50,250)
Cumulative
Cashflow (87,250) (137,5OO)
Donations 150,0OO
Adjusted
Cashflow 62,750 12,500
65,250
(42,250)
(179,750)
(29,750)
64,250
13,750
(166,OOO)
(16,ooo)
,),)
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PROFORMA CASHFLOW STATEMENT
FIVE YEARS OF OPERATION
Cash Inflows Ist. QRT 2nd. QRT
Year 2
3rd. QRT 4th. QRT
Membership Fees 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000
Grants 0 O 0 50,000
Contract Revenue 20,000 20,000 25,000 25,000
Total Inflows 32,000 32,000 37,000 87,000
Cash Outflows
Salaries
Director 22,500 22,500 22,500 22,500
Office 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000
Technical 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000
Office Equipment 4,000 O 0 0
Advertising 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
Repairs &
Maintenance 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000
Lease: Office &
Utilities 14,OO0 14,000 14,000 14,000
Telephone 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000
Postage & Freight 750 750 750 750
Legal &
Professional 5,000 0 0 0
Capital Purchases 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000
Office Supplies 1,5OO 1,5OO 1,500 1,5OO
Business Promotion 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
Total Outflows 77,750 68,750 68,750 68,750
Net Cashflow/
Period (45,750) (36,750)' (31,750) 18,250
Cumulative
Cashflow (211,750) (248,500) (280,250) (262,000)
Donations 150,OOO
Adjusted
Cashflow 88,250 51,500 19,750 38,000
APPLIEDTECHNOLOGYCENTER
PROFORMAC SHFLOWSTATEMENT
FIVE YEARSOFOPERATION
Cash Inflows
Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Membership Fees 72,000 96,OOO 125,O00
Grants 100,000 100,000 100,000
Contract Revenue lO0,OOO 100,OOO 100,O00
Total Inflows 272,000 296,000 325,000
Cash Outflows
Salaries
Director
Office
Technical
Office Equipment
Advertising
Repairs &
Maintenance
Lease: Office &
Utilities
Telephone
Postage & Freight
Legal &
Professional
Capital Purchases
Office Supplies
Business Promotion
90,000 90,000
24,000 24,000
60,000 60,000
4,000 4,000
18,000 18,000
15,000 15,OO0
56,000 56,0OO
13,000 14,O00
3,OOO 3,OOO
5,OOO 5,000
8,000 8,000
8,0OO 8,0OO
6,0OO 6,0OO
Total Outflows 310,OOO 311,OOO
Net Cashflow/
Period (38,000) (15,OOO)
Cumulative
Cashflow (300,000) (315,O00)
Donations
Adjusted
Cashflow 0 (15,OO0)
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56,000
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5,O00
8,OOO
8,000
4,000
310,O00
15,OOO
(3oo,ooo)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I ° Objective: To validate that five chosen computer-based technologies
are among the cutting-edge of computer developments. To assess both
vendor and user interest in the ATC's concept of technology transfer.
II. Method: Telephone survey from prepared forms. Ninety-five contacts
were made--sixty-four users, thirty-one vendors.
Ill. Findings:
A. The five technologies chosen by the ATC are among the most
current. They are CAD/CAM, expert systems, CASE, DBMS and
desk top publishing.
B. The core group of experts in the five technologies have been
identified and interviewed.
C. The user survey results reveal the following:
I. Half or more of all respondents utilized all five computer
technologies.
2. Half of all responders are interested in accessing vendor
equipment and current technologies.
o.
3. Less than a third of the responders were interested in
training and only 12 percent were interested in UH-Clear
Lake resources.
4. One-third of the responders indicated they would explore
a business relationship at $2,000 per ATC badge. Another
third were uncertain.
ii-
Vo
D. The vendor survey results reveal the following:
I. Four-fifths of the respondents are doing business with JSC.
2. Two-fifths have corporate facilities similar to the ATC.
3. Over three-fourths of the responders are interested in a
UH-Clear Lake association.
4. One-third would consider allocating equipment to the ATC.
Nearl_ half, expressed some uncertainty.
Recommendations: The results of the surveys indicate the potential
of a viable market on both the vendor and user sides. The team of
experts should be interviewed routinely in rotational fashion. An
aggressive marketing effort must accompany the thrust into the
identified technologies.
iii
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APPLIED TECHNOLOGY CENTER
MARKET SURVEY
I. Background
The Applied Technology Center (ATC) is a non-profit corporation
established to promote computer technology transfer and utilization.
Primary foci for the ATC's efforts fall into five categories. They are
CAD/CAM and animation, expert systems, computer aided software engineer-
ing, data base management systems and desk top publishing.
The strategy chosen by the ATC board of directors to implement its
version of computer technology transfer contains two components. One
component relates to what the computer industry has to offer in terms of
state-of-the-art and leading edge hardware and software products. The
other component considers what the market place may need or desire
regarding innovative utilization or modification of existing computer
tools. In other words, the ATC seeks to creatively couple the two sides
of the market place in a conducive environment to help spur additional
innovation.
Since the rate of technology development in the computing field is
quite rapid, the challenge before the ATC i_-to continually stay abreast
of late-breaking developments. This report represents the first round
results from a process designed to feed information into the center.
Armed with this continual flow of market intelligence, the board of
directors will be able to orient its collection of computer industry
tools toward those market niches believed to hold the most promise.
The process is as fluid and as dynamic as the markets themselves.
Though an evolving network of experts contacted on a frequent basis,
new technologies can be identified and explored. Coupled with a constant
monitoring of corporate initiatives, the ATC can fulfill its role as a
linking agent in the cycle of innovation.
II. Methodology
The rapidly reconfiguring market and wide dispersment of experts
dictated the use of telephone surveys for the market investigation. The
ATC faces several opportunities for revenue generation, but the present
investigation is concerned only with the technology transfer and linking
opportunity. Other avenues include but are not limited to contract work,
professional training, educational grants and equity sharing arrangements
in product development.
The market survey investigation was structured into two phases. Phase
I sought to identify knowledgeable people in various computing specialties.
Phase I also validated local experts' opinions on what the late-breaking
technologies were by name and status. Phase II sought information from
both vendors for and potential users of the ATC. Views of the ATC concept
from both the users and vendor sides of the market were crucial in develop-
ing the business plan. Surveys for both phases were completed by telephone.
A third, and very limited, exploration was made into the print literature.
The idea was that editors and writers of professional journals could also
provide quality information about the various computing technologies.
The survey used to investigate which computing technologies existed at
the time was developed in conjunction with the ATC board of directors. /he
final survey form of six questions queried experts on what they saw as
current leading edge and state-of-the-art developments as well as known
vendors. The list of experts was initially supplied by ATC board members
and expanded as each of these experts were asked for additional names. The
survey form appears in the Appendix.
The surveys developed to investigate the vendor and user sides of the
market also were completed with the aid of ATC board members. These sur-
veys also asked six questions each and were aimed at the director of
marketing for each company. If the marketing person contacted was unable
to respond, other names of individua|s in the company were requested. The
user survey form focused on company interest in the ACT concept, what tech-
nologies the company was involved in and their willingness to explore a
fee-based business arrangement. The vendor form asked respondents about
their recognition of the ATC, their willingness to a11ocate equipment to
the ATC facility, and their openness to allowing others to utilize their
equipment. Both survey forms appear in the Appendix. The same individual
made all telephone inquiries. The results of the survey responses received
during the November, 1987, and January, 1988, time-frame are reviewed in
the next section.
III. Results
The Phase I survey data are somewhat voluminous. They are appended in
diskette form on a Lotus file containing the listed experts with contact
numbers used to identify the various computer technologies. These names
now comprise the core of the ATC's market intelligence base. It is
strongly suggested that these individuals be contacted once or twice a
year in order to remain current on the computer technology front. The
list should also expand as successive rounds of inquiries are made. So
not to over utilize an expert, it is further suggested that they be
contacted in a rotational fashion.
Phase II survey data are presented in Tables I through 4 below.
Ninety-five total inquiries were made. Sixty-four calls were to users
and thirty-one calls were to vendors. Tables I and 2 contain the user
responses in raw and percentage form, respectively. Likewise, vendor
responses are contained in Tables 3 and 4 in raw and percentage form,
respectively. Detailed information per responder is provided in diskette
form in Lotus file.
Referencing Table 2 data for potential users, tabulated responses to
question six indicated that nearly one-third would be willing to explore a
business relationship if access badgeswere priced at $2,000. More than
a third (35%) indicated they were not sure in response to question six.
These results indicate that the potential market proportion may be as large
as the existing market proportion as to openness to paid ATCrelationships.
Interest on the parts of users is not as high for university affili-
ations or for professional training but, again, the segment reserving final
judgement is significantly large in both instances.
TABLEI
SUMMARYOFUSERRESPONSESIN RAWFORM
I ,
•
°
,
o
•
Question
Does your company utilize state-of-
the-art or leading edge technologies
in any of the following areas?
a. CAD/CAM or Animation
b. Expert Systems
c. Computer Aided Soft-
ware Engineering
d. Data Base Management
Systems
e. Desk Top Publishing
Would your company be interested in
accessing several different vendor
products at one ATC location?
Would your company be interested in
experimenting with several leading
edge technologies at one ATC location?
Would your company be interested in
using the ATC to train its employees
in leading edge or state-of-the-art
technologies?
Would your company be interested in
an association between the ATC and
the University of Houston Clear Lake
to tap resources such as grants and
research assistants?
If ATC access badges were priced at
only $2,000, would your company be
interested in exploring a business
relationship?
Yes No
30 26
25 31
33 23
44 12
34 22
36 14
Other
0
0
0
O
O
6
No
Answer
8
8
8
8
8
8
Total
64
64
64
64
64
64
31 12 13 8 64
19 25 12 8 64
2O
8 12 36 8 64
13 23 8 64
TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF USER RESPONSES IN PERCENTAGE FORM
I .
.
3.
°
6.
Question
a .
b.
C.
d.
e.
Does your company utilize state-of-
the-art or leading edge technologies
in any of the following areas?
CAD/CAM or Animation
Expert Systems
Computer Aided Soft-
ware Engineering
Data Base Management
Systems
Desk Top Publishing
Would your company be interested in
accessing several different vendor
products at one ATC location?
Would your company be interested in
experimenting with several leading
edge technologies at one ATC location?
Would your company be interested in
using the ATC to train its employees
in leading edge or state-of-the-art
technologies?
Would your company be interested in
an association between the ATC and
the University of Houston Clear Lake
to tap resources such as grants and
research assistants?
If ATC access badges were priced at
only $2,000, would your company be
interested in exploring a business
relationship?
Yes No
46.88% 40.63%
39.06% 48.44%
51.56% 35.94%
68.75% 18.75%
53.12% 34.38%
56.25% 21.88%
Other
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
9.38%
No
Answer
12.50%
12.50%
12.50%
]2.5O%
12.50%
12.50%
Total
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
48.44% 18.75% 20.31% 12.50% 100.O0%
29.69% 39.06% 18.75% 12.50% 100.00%
12.50% 18.75% 56.25% 12.50% 100.00%
12.50%31.25% 20.31% 35.94% Ioo. o0%
TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF VENDOR RESPONSES IN RAW FORM
estion
ny have a corporate
,gram like the one just
.he ATC?
:ly doing business with
,ce Center or its major
Yes No
13 16
Other
0
No
Answer
7
lling to allow quali-
_ccess your product(s)
_tal learning fashion?
any be interested in
with the ATC and the
_ouston-Clear Lake to
:hrough grants and
:ants?
:hat other vendors are
_ted with the ATC?
, willing to consider
pment to the ATC for
_sfer purposes?
Total
31
25 4 0 2 31
12 5 12 2 31
24 3 2 2 31
22 7 0 2 31
9 5 15 2 31
Q
OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF VENDOR RESPONSES IN PERCENTAGE FORM
4.
--5.
.
Question
Does your company have a corporate
facility or program like the one just
described for the ATC?
Are you presently doing business with
the Johnson Space Center or its major
contractors?
Would you be willing to allow quali-
fied users to access your product(s)
in an experimental ]earning fashion?
Would your company be interested in
an association with the ATC and the
University of Houston-Clear Lake to
tap resources through grants and
research assistants?
Are you aware that other vendors are
already affiliated with the ATC?
Is your company willing to consider
allocating equipment to the ATC for
technology transfer purposes?
Yes No Other
No
Answer Total
38.71% 16.13% 38.71% 6.45% 1OO.00%
77.42% 9.68% 6.45% 6.45% 100.00%
7O.97% 22.58% O.00% 6.45% 100.00%
29.03% 16.13% 48,39% 6.45% 100.O0%
80.65% 12.90% 0.00% 6.45% 100.00%
41.94% 51.61% 0.00% 6.45% 100.00%
9Approximately half the users surveyed expressed interest in accessing
several vendor products at once (56%) along with the ability to experiment
with leading edge technologies (484). In sum, interest in the ATCconcept
from the user side of the market appears robust especially if a marketing
program is successfully carried out.
Looking at Table 4 data for vendor responses, some 29 percent indicated
they would be willing to consider allocating equipment to the ATC. Nearly
half responded with a "not sure". The majority of vendors surveyed were
aware of the ATC and were presently doing busines with the Johnson Space
Center or its contractors. Over three-fourths of the responders indicated
an interest in associating with UH-Clear Lake to take advantage of grants
and research assistants. The responses, as a whole, demonstrate a strong
inclination on the part of vendors to participate in the ATC concept.
It is also of interest to note how responses for both users and vendors
relate to proximity to the ATC. Since the Clear Lake area is known for its
concentration of aerospace firms, one would expect the highest frequency of
positive responses from local area firms. That sense is confirmed when
establishment locations are reviewed. As of the date for this inquiry, the
strongest support for the ATC is local and wanes rapidly for firms located
in Houston. More distant firms simply were unaware of the ATC and request-
ed additional information. As a result, local success and effective public
relations could bring about a much wider circle of support than currently
exists for the ATC.
IV. Summary and Conclusions
The material presented above from two surveys for the ATC indicate the
presence of a market in reasonable numbers of firms. The Phase I survey
gave support to five computer technology areas that the ATC board of
I0
directors wished to engage in. Those five are CAD/CAM and animation,
expert systems, computer aided software engineering, data base management
systems and desk top publishing.
The Phase II survey of users and vendors indicate that about one
third of the 64 users and slightly less than that proportion of vendors
are willing to consider a business arrangement with the ATC. This infor-
mation is sufficiently strong to launch the next tier of ATC activity.
This tier would involve the acquisition of sufficient start-up funds for
a two-year period and the bringing on-board of a full-time director to
guide the activity. Also included in this new action phase should be an
aggressive marketing campaign to make an ever larger share of the poten-
tial market aware of the benefits offered by the ATC.
CONTACT PERSON:
FIRM NAME:
ADDRESS :
APPLIED __CHNOLOGY CENTER
INDUSTRY SURVEY
USER VERSION
The Bureau of Research at UH-Clear Lake is working with the Applied
Technology Center (ATC) and the Clear Lake Area Economic Development
Foundation to identify high technology firms interested in promoting
technology transfer and making companies grow. The ATC, located adjacent
to the Johnson Space Center, is a non-profit organization created to
promote technology transfer in the computer hardware and softwsx_ fields.
One function of the ATC is to serve as a development enviror_nent for both
the users and the suppliers of leading edge and state-of-the-art products.
The following 6 short questions are designed to help us better respond to
vendor needs at the ATC. This is not a solicitation and the ATC Board
has specific requirements for user participation.
lo Does your company utilize state-of-the-art or leading
edge technologies in any of the following areas?
Y N CAD/CAM or Animation
Y N Expert Systems
Y N Computer Aided Software Engineering
Y N Data Base Management Systems
Y N Desk Top Publishing
Y N 2.
Y N 3.
Would your company be interested in accessing
several different vendor products at one
ATC location?
J
Would your company be interested in experlmentlng .
with several leading edge technologies at one
ATC location?
Y N 4. Would your company be interested in using the ATC
to train its employees in leading edge or
state-of-the-art technologies?
Y N 5. Would your company be interested in an association
between the ATC and The'University of Houston at
Clear Lake to tap resources such as grants and
research assistants?
Y N 6. If ATC access badges were priced at only $2,000
would your company be interested in exploring
a business relationship?
Others in organization to contact:
Comment s:
(We will send a brochure if they ask for more infor_mtionbut
do not volunteer it.)
CONTACTPERSON:
FIRMNAME:
ADDRESS:
APPLIEDTECHNOLOGYCENTER
INDUSTRYSURVEY
VENDORVERSION
The Bureau of Research at UH-Clear Lake is working with the Applied
Technology Center (ATC) and the Clear Lake Area EconomicDevelopment
Foundation to identify high technology firms interested in promoting
technology transfer and making companies grow. The ATClocated adjacent
to the Johnson Space Center, is a non-profit organization created to
promote technology transfer in the computer hardware and software fields.
Onefunction of the ATCis to serve as a development environment for both
the users and the suppliers of leading edge and state-of-the-art products.
The following 6 short questions are designed to help us better respond to
vendor needs at the ATC. This is not a solicitation and the ATCBoard
has specific requirements for vendor participation.
Y N i. Does your companyhave a corporate facility or
program like the one Just described for the ATC?
Y N 2. Are you presently doing business with the Johnson
Space Center or its major contractors?
Y N 3. Would you be willing to allow qualified users to
access your product(s) in an experlmental learning
fashion?
Y N 4. Would your companybe interested in an association
with the ATCand the University of Houston-Clear
Lake to tap resources through grants and research
assistants?
Y N 5. Are you aware that other vendors are already
affiliated with the ATC?
Y N 6. Is your companywilling to consider allocating
equipment to the ATCfor technology transfer
purposes?
Others in organization to contact:
Comments:
(Wewill send a brochure if they ask for mere information but
do not volunteer it.)
B. Phase I Survey Results in Detail
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APPENDICES
A. Survey Forms
NAME:
ATC Telephone Survey
To Technical Market Team
Introduction: Your name was recommended by as an expert in
We are inviting you to Join a team of other experts to help advance the goals of
the Applied Technology Center, a non-profit organization. The ATC's charter is
to enhance technology development through access to state-of-the-art equipment by
entrepreneurial firms.
We have limited the scope of team member involvement to occasional telephone
interviews such as this one. No meetings, reports or lengthy activities are
required.
It is our objective to continually stay abreast of selected late-breaking
technologies through the use of experts llke yourself. Would you please respond
to the following questions?
i. We currently list your area(s) of expertise as:
Is that correct? (if not, then ...
2. Please list what you see as the top three state-of-the-art technological
developments which have emerged in your area within the past 12 months.
5 Please list what you see as the top three leading edge technological
developments which have emerEed in your area within the past 12 months.
o Concerning the technological developments you listed above, in what type
of business or industry do you see this technology being most widely used?
o What vendor names come to mind with these particular technologies?
State-of-the-Art Leading Edge
6. What names of other experts in this field come to mind?
...... o .......................................................... • ..............
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C. Phase II Survey Results in Detail
ATC - INDUSTRYSURVEY
USERVERSION
QUESTIONNO.
FIRM NAME IA IB IC ID IE 2 3 4 5 6
SCOTTMAYO N N N I N Y Y Y O Y
A BETTERELECTRONICS,INC N N N N N O 0 O O O
CONTRLAPPLICATIONSINC.. Y N Y Y Y Y O O N O
COMPUTERINSLTN.CORP., Y Y Y Y N Y Y N N W
CHURCHILLGROUP INC., N N N Y Y Y N N N Y
CRITERIONTELEPHONECORP., N N Y N N N Y N Y O
NATIONALHEALTHLAB. N N N I N Y 0 N O N
HOWARDHUGHESNED. INST. N Y Y Y N N N O N O
MILLABINSTRUMENTSINC,, N N N Y N O O O O O
EXXONPRODUCTIONRESEARCHCO., F N Y Y Y Y Y N 0 0
ALLENCO. INC/FRED N Y N Y N N N N N N
VITA HOUSTONVOLONTIN TECHN. N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y N
MCGRAWHILL N N N N Y N N N N N
WELCH FOUNDATION Y N Y Y Y N N N N N
MICHELCE_MIC LABO_TORIES
LANDATAINC., N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
BONNER& MOORECOMP CO., N N N Y N N N N Y Y
CORPORATESERVICESINC., N N Y Y Y Y Y Y N O
_ BOZELL& JACOBS
BER_N FILMSINC., N N N N N N I N N O
FLOURENGRS.OCKANSKRVSDIV., Y N N Y N Y Y Y Y Y
B HARRISADVG & MKTG DEVL INC., N N N N Y N N Y N N
P P G INDUSTRIESINC.,
SHELLOIL CO., Y Y N N N Y Y Y U Y
MAMMOTHINTL.CHEMICAL
SCITORCORP.,
OMNIP_H CORP
CARLSCROWN& BRIDGESTUDIO
K-KEYMININGCO., N N N N N O O O O O
UNITEDGENE_L ENGINEERING
SPACESERVICESINC., Y N N Y N Y Y Y O Y
SOFTECH N N I N N Y Y Y 0 Y
MITRECORP., N Y Y Y Y Y Y N O Y
SPACEH.AB., N N N N N N N N O N
NETWORKSOLUTIONSINC N Y Y Y N Y Y Y 0 O
MARTINMARIETTAAEROSPACE Y Y I Y Y Y O H O O
LOVELACEMEDICALFOUNDATION Y N N I Y O O N O Y
I_ERMETRICS Y Y Y Y Y Y O O O 0
GENERALDYNAMICSCORP Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 0 0 0
EAGLEENGINEERING Y Y N P I Y Y Y O Y
CONTROLDATA CORF Y N Y Y N Y Y N O O
BOEINGAEROSPACEOPERATIONS Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y O Y
ECUN INC N Y N Y Y Y Y O O Y
CIMARRONSOFTWARESERVICES Y N Y N N 0 O Y Y Y
DIGITALEQUIPMENTCORP Y Y Y Y Y N Y N O O
IBM CORP I Y Y I Y O O O O O
TRW SPACE& TICH GROUP Y Y Y Y Y Y N R O O
GRUMMANCOl} Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 0 0 Y
AEROaETTNCH SYSTEMS Y Y Y Y Y M N M 0 M
SPACE INDUSTRY N M N N N N N N O S
McDONNELLDOUGLASASTRONAUTICSCORP,Y I Y Y Y Y O O O O
COMMENTS
SEND INFO
NEEDMORE INFO
NEED INFO
SEND INFO
INVOLVEDWITH POLYMIRSDEPT.AT A&M
ALHADY A ME_KR
SEND INIO
IN A HOLD,PENDINGSITUATION
SIND MORE INFO
_NY OP THEIRAPPLICATIONSARE COMPETITORSEN
OF POOR QUALITY
FIRM NAM!
McDONNELLDOUGLAS
McDONNELLDOUGLAS
COMPUTERSCIENCECORP
UNISYS
BENDIXfiELDENGINEERINGCOIP
LYNDELLPETROCHEMICALSDIV
I L C SPACESYSTEM
I L C SPACESYSTEMS
KADERROBOTICS
NATIONALINSTE_|NTS
EISYS INC
FLAGSTAPrENGINEERING
VICTORYENTEIPEISES
ATC - INDUSTRYSURVEY
USER VERSION
QUESTIONNO.
iI IS IC ID i_ 2 3 4 5 6
Y Y Z Y Y Y Y O O 0
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y O Y
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N O O
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 0 O
Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y O Y
g N N Y Y Y Y Y O Y
Y N Y Y Y Y O N O N
Y N N I N I V T O O
! Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y N
N N Y N Y Y Y N N Y
N I Y P Y N Y N N N
N N Y Y Y N 0 Y 0 0
Y Y Y Y N Y N N Y Y
COMMENTS
NEEDS INFO
SENDINFO
SEND [NFO
SEND INPO
SEND INPO
SUPPLYEXPENTSYSTEMSSHILLTO ATC
SEND INPO
SEND IMYO
OF POOR QU._LJqI'Y
FORM NO. FIRM NAME
1 SPACESERVICESINC
2 SOFTECH
3 MITRECORP
4 SPACEHAB
5 NETWORKSOLUTIONSINC
6 MIRTIMMIRIETTAAEROSPACE
7 LOVKLACEMEDICALFOUNDATION
B IllTERMETRICS
9 GENERALDYll_MICSCORP
i0 EAGLEENGINEERING
Ii CONTROLDATA CORP
12 BOEIllGAEROSPACEOPERATIONS
13 ECOlllilt.,
14 CIBRROllSOPTWARESERVICES
15 DIGITALEQUIPMENTCORP
16 IBM CORP.,
17 TRllSPACE& TECBNOLOGYGROUP
18 GRUMMAllCORP.,
t9 AERO JET TECNSYSTEMS
20 SPACEIllDUSTRIES
21 McDONNELLDOUGLASASTRONAUTICSCORP
22 McDONllELLDOUGLAS
23 McDOllNELLDOUGLAS
24 COMPUTERSCIEllCECORP.,
25 UNISYS
26 BEllDIXFIELDKING.CORP.,
27 LYllDELLPETROCHEMICALSDIV.,
28 ILC SPACESYSTEMS
29 ILC SPACESYSTEMS
30 TEXAS INSTRUMEllTS
31 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
ATC - INDUSTRYSURVEY
VENDORVERSION
QUESTIONNO.
I 2 3 4 5 6
N N I Y Y Y
II Y Y Y Y N
Y Y Y O N 0
II Y M Y Y Y
N Y O Y Y O
Y Y 0 Y Y O
N Y O Y N O
II Y 0 l Y 0
Y I II T Y 0
N Y O T Y N
N Y N Y Y O
Y I Y Y T I
II Y Y Y Y Y
II N Y Y Y Y
Y Y Y Y Y I
Y Y O I II O
II I Y II I Y
II I Y Y T O
l I N N Y O
N II N N Y N
I I 0 I I 0
T Y O Y N O
! I Y l N Y
! Y O Y Y T
! Y Y Y Y O
! Y 0 ! T 0
N II Y I IIN
II Y 0 0 Y II
II ! 0 Y N 0
COMMENTS
TRIEDTO ACCESSCENTERBUT NO ONE AT HOME
TWO PERSONOPPICEHERE
WOULDLIKE MORE INFO.
RECEIVEDPRIORINFO.,FELL THROUGHCRACKS
SENDMORE lllPO.,
ONE PERSONOPPICEOPERATIONSIN CALIFORNIA
SENDINrOSENDINTO.
SEllDkTC INFOAND SURVEY
OF POOR QLIALII'Y
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PUBLICATIONTITLK Address Editor
PublishingCompany PhoneNumber
" General"
IACMADA LETTERS
AssociationforComputingMachinery(ACM}
IIW. 4ZudSt. J. KayeGrau
NewYork,NY 10036 212-069-7440
2 ANDERSONREPORTON COMPUTERGRAPHICS
AndersonPublishingno.CHinaValley)
4525g. IndustrialSt.,Ste.aL
SimiValley,CA 93063
B.J.Anderson
B05-581-II04
3 ASSOCIATIOHFORCOMPUTINGMACHINKRYJOURNAL
AssociationforComputingMachinery(ACM)
IIW. 42odSt. D.J.Rosenkrantz
HevYork,HY 10036 212-869-7¢10
4 CIMMAGAZINE(ComputerIntegratedMfg.)
ClMPublications
700 NicholasBlvd.
KlkGrove Village, IL 60007
JackThornton
312-220-7300
5 CHRONICLE(AUSTIN)
WilsonPublisblngCo.,Inc.
12416HymeadowDr. RunSeybold
Austin,TI 78750-1868
6 COMPUTER
IIEEComputerSociety
10662Los VaquerosCircle
Los Alamitos,CA 90720
True Seaborn
714-821-8300
7 COMPUTERAGE
EDPNewsServices,Inc.
7043 WinsattNd. DanielCasolaro
Springfield,VA 22151 703-354-9400
8 COMPUTERBUSIHISS Box90776 AbeHassan
SAB,Inc. LosAngeles,CA 90009 213-649-28(6
9 COMP_IRSTATEOF THIANTRIPOflTS
PergamonPress,Inc.,JournalsDiv.,MaxwellHouse
PalrvtewPark TonyDimento
Ilmsford,HY 10523 914-592-7700
i0COMPUTSHTICHHOLOGYREVIEW
WestWorldProductions,Inc.
921 WestwoodBlvd., Ste. 605 Dun Reese
Los Angeles, CA 90024 213-208-1335
IICONPUTKRANDOPgP,kTIONSRISIARCH
PergamonPress,Inc.,JournalsDiv.,No,ellHouse
PalrviewPark SamuelJ.Ro(f
llnnford,NY 10523 914-592-7700
12 COMPUTERWORLD
CWCommunications
I
13 DgCPROPESSIONAL
ProfessionalPress,Inc.
375Cochituat6.Rd.,Box9171
Praminghan,_ 01701-9171
Box 503, 921 BethlebemPike
Springhouse, PA 19477-0503
TerryCatbcpole
617-079-0700
LindaDiBiasio
215-542-7000
I¢ DISTRIBUTEDCOMPUTING.
Springer-Velag
175 fifth Ave.
HewYork, MY 10010
M.G. Gouda
212-4&0-1500
15 IBMJOUINALUP NgSEARCH_D DIVKLOPMEMT
IBMCorp. Armonk,HY 10504
N. R.Dixon
914-765-1900
16SKYBOLDOUTLOOKON PROPISSIOHAL¢ONP_IHG
SeyboldGroup, Inc.
20695WesternAve., Ste. 132
Torrance, CA 90501 213-320-9151
17 V_ FIOFISSIONAL
Professional Press, Inc.
.921 Bethlehem Pike
Springhouse, PA 19477
CarlNnrbach/H.O.Nallery
215-542-7008
Q .....
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18 ABSTRACTNEWSLETTer:COMPUTERS,CONTROL,&INFORMATIONTHEORY
U.S. NationalTechnz:a!InformationService
5285Port Royal Rd,
Springfield,VA 22161
L±nda J. La Gorde
703-487-4630
igARTIFICIALINTELLIGENCEABSTRACTS
EIC Intelligence,Inc.
48 N. 38th St. Barry Lenson
New York,NY 10018 212-944-B5DD
20 COMPUTERAND INFOR_TION SYSTEMS_STRACT JOURNAL
CambridgeScientific_stract
5161River Rd.
Be_hesda,MD 20816 301-951-1400
21 COMPUTERINDUSTRYABSTRACTS
Data AnalysisGroup
22 COMPUTERINDUSTRYUPDATE
IndustryMarketReports,Inc.
23 ELECTRONICPUBLISHINGABSTRACTS
PergamonPress,Inc.,JournalDiv.,MaxwellHouse
14 JAPANCOMPUTZRTECHNOLOGYAND APPLICATIONSABSTRACTS
UniversityPublicationsof America
4387 ValleDr. KeithR. Parker
La Mesa,CA 92041 619-464-6888
Box 681 GeorgeWeiser
Los Altos,CA 94023 415-941-6679
FairviewPark Dr. Avril Jamieson
Elmsford,NY 10523 914-592-7700
44 N. MarketStreet DanielA. Stafford
frederick,MO 21701 301-694-0100
" ArtificialIntelligence"
25 APPLIHDARTIFICIALINT[LLIGXNC!
HemispherePublishingCorp.
79 MadisonAve. RobertTrappl
Mew York,MY 10016 212-725-1999
26 APPLIXDARTIFICIALINTELLIGENCEHPORTII
Univ.ofMiami,lntelligentComputerSIs. ResearchInst.
27 ARTIFICIALINTELLIGINCI_RKETS
AIM Publications,Inc.
28 INTERNA?IONILJOURNALOP NOBOTICSR[S_E_
MIT Press
Box 248235
CoralGables, PL 33124
Box 156
Natick,_ 0176U
55 Hazard St..
Cambridge,MA 02142
ChrisDudley
305-284-5195
Carol Weiszmann
617-653-1622
M. Brady/T.Lozano-Perez
617-253-2B89
29 JOURNALOF ROBOTICSYSTEMS
JohnW11ey & Sons,Wiley InterscienceJournals
605 ThirdAve.
Mew York,MY 10158
GerardoBeni/S.Nackwood
212-692-6000
30 ROBOTZ NEWS
RoboticsPublications,Inc.
Box 45U
Mansfield,_ 02048
KevinL. Stewart
617-339-5669
31 ROBOTICSAND COMPUTIRINTIGRATKD_NU_ACTUNIMG
PergamonPress,Inc.,JournalsDiv., MaxwellHouse
PairviewPark
Elmsford,NY 10523
Tosbio Sata
914-592-7700
32 ROBOTICSENGINIERIMG
North AmericanTechnology,Inc.
174 ConcordSt.
Peterborough,MH 03458
Carl T. Helmets,Jr.
603-924-7136
33 ROBOTICSPAT[NTSN[WSLI_IR
CommunicationsPublishingGroup,Inc.
209 W. CentralSt., Ste. 226
Matick,_ 01760 617-651-9904
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34 ROBOTICSWORLD
Conaunications Channels, Inc.
35 SIGARTNEWSLETTER
Asso=,forComputingMcby.,SpecialInterestGroupon A.I.
36 SPAMGROBINSONREPORT;the A.I. businessnewsletter
LouisG. Robinsonand Associates
" Automation"
37 CAD/CANALERT
ManagementRoundtable,Inc.
_8 CIMSREPORT
International Data Corp.
39 COMPUTERIZEDKJUIUPACTURIMG
Technical Database Corp.
" ComputerGraphics "
40 ArM TRAMSACTIOBSOMGUPHICS
Associationfor ColputzngMachinery
41 CAD/CAMABST_CTS
llC Intelligence,Inc.
42 CONPIRERAIDEDDESIGNREPORT
CAD-CAMPublishing, Inc.
43 COMPUTE_G_PBICS
ACM, Special Interest Group on Graphics
44 COMPUTERGRAPHICS(NEWIn/I)
Harris Publishing Co. (MY)
15 COMPUTRRGRAPBICSHWS
Scherago Associated Publishing, Inc.
46 COMPOTERGUPHICSTODAY
Media Borizons, Inc.
17 CONPUTEEGIUMICS WORLD
PenvellPublishing Co.,_dvancedTechnologyGroup
18 CONP1R|RVISION, GE_PHICS, & I_GI PROCESSING
Academic Press, Inc., Journal Division
t9 JOURIAL01 MOLICULUGbPHICS
Buttervorth Publishers
6255 BarfieldRd. AndreaAshmore
Atlanta,GA 30328 404-256-9800
Ii W. 42nd St. KeitbPrice
Ne_ York,NY 10036 212-869-7440
3600 W. BayshoreRd,,No. 3 Sara Spang
Palo Alto,CA 94303-4229 415-424-1447
824 BoylstonSt,
ChestnutHill,_ 02167
Elizabeth Heichler
617-232-BOBO
5 SpeenSt., Box 9015 MarciaBrooks
Praninghae,MA 01701 _17-B72-8200
Box 720
Conroe,TI 77305 713-439-1687
II W. 42nd St. John C. Beatty
New York,NY I0035 212-869-7440
48 W. 3Bth St. BarryLenson
New York,NT 1001B 800-223-6275
841 TurquoiseSt., Stes.D _ I JeannetteDe_ze
San Diego,CA 92109 619-48B-0533
II W. 42nd St. Udo Pooch
New York,NY 10036 212-869-7440
I115Broadway.. Lisa Kleinan
New York, NY I0010 212-807-7100
1515Broadway C.H.E.Neathersbee
New York,NY i0036 212-730-I050
50 W. 23rd St. Brad Scbultz
New York,NY I0010 212-645-I000
1714 StocktonSt. RandallL. Stickrod
San Francisco,CA 94133 415-39E-?151
1250SixthAve. L. Schapiro/lzrielRosenfeld
San Diego, CA 92101 61g-230-1B40
80 Montvale Ave. W.G. lichards
Stonehum, MA 02180 617-438-B454
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50 S,KLEIN NEWSLETTERON COMPUTERGRAPHICS
Technology & Business Communications, Inc.
" ComputerIndustry"
51 FUTUREVIEWS
FutureCo3putzng,Inc.
,, ComputerIndustryDirectories"
52 COMPUTERMEDIADIRECTORY
Compumedia
53DATA SOURCES
Ziff-DavisPublishingCo.
730 BostonPost Rd.,Box 915
Su_ury, _ 01776
StanleyKlein
617-443-4671
8111 LBJ Freeway Joe Cross
Dallas,TI 75251 214-437-2400
2211Iorfolk,Ste. 700
Houston,TX 77098-4044
Sam Keeper
713-524-6565
One ParkAve. Kathy Thompson'
New York,NY 10016 212-503-5861
' 20 BraceRd,CherryHill, NJ 08034
1803 ResearchBlvd.,Ste. 500
Rockville,MD 20850-3155
A,Friedman/Wusbow Chou
301-251-9050
" Networking"
54ADVANCESIN TELECOMMUNICATIONSNETWORKSERIES
ComputerSciencePress,Inc.
55 NETWORKINGJOURNAL
NetworkingInstitute,Inc.
" ComputerSystems"
56 BYTE
McGrawHill, Inc.
" Data BaseManagement**
57 ACM TRANSACTIONSON DAT_ASE SYSTEMS
Associationfor ComputingMachinery(ACW)
58 DATABASE PRODUCTREPORTS
ManagementInformationCorp.
59 DATABASE(WESTON)
Online,Inc.
60 IDP REPORT(Information& Data Base Publishing)
KnowledgeIndustryPublications,Inc.
" DataCommunicationsand Transmissions"
61 ACCESS(YEAR)
DataBase Publications
62 ASSOCIATIONrOY COMPUTINGMACBIMNRi.COMMUNICATIONS.
Associationfor ComputingMachinery
Box 66 J,Lipnack/JeffreyStamps
W. Newton,MA 02165 617-891-4727
One PhoenizHill Lane PhilipLemmoos
Peterborougb,NH 03458 603-92i-9281
II W, 42nd St.
New York, NI 10036
401 E. Route
CherryHill,NJ 08034
II TanneryLane
Weston, CT 06883
701 WestcbesterAve.
WhitePlains,NI 10604
Box 10990
Austin,TI 78766
11 W. 42nd Street
Me_ York, MY 10036
R.W. Taylor
212-869-7440
David Axner
609-428-1020
JeffreyK. Pemberton
203-227-8466
LorraineSileo
914-32B-9157
PaulaMirahan
512-250-1255
Peter J. Denning
212-869-7440
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63 DATA/COMMINDUSTRYR_POR?
EDPNewsServices, Inc.
64 LINK-UP
LearnedInformation,!n:,
65 ONLINETODAY
Compuserve,Inc.
66 OPEN SYSTZMSCOMMUNICATION
Omnicom,Inc.
67 DATA COMMUNICATIONSRKPORTS
FaulknerPublishing,Inc.
68 DATA_TION
CahnersPublishingCo., Computer_ TechnologyGroup
" SoftwareIngineerzug"
69 IKBETRANSACTIONSON SOFTWAREENGINEERING
IE_E,Inc.
70 SOPTWAREWATCH
InternationalData Corp.
71 SIG SOPT SOFTWAH XNGINHEHINGNOTES
ACM, SpecialInterestGroupon SoftwareEngineering
7043 WlmsattRd. Dan Casolaro
Springfield,VA 22151 703-354-9400
143 Old MarltonPike LorainePage
Medford,NJ 0B055
5000ArlingtonCentreBlvd,
Columbus,OH 43220
501 ChurchSt., Ste. 304
Vienna,VA 221B0
6560 N. Park Dr.
Pennsauken,NJ 0BI09
249 W. 17tb Street
New York,NY I0011
DouglasBranstetter
61H57-B600
CatherineNowells
70)-2BI-I135
RosemaryGregory
609-662-2070
RebeccaS. Berne
212-645-0067
345K. 4Tth Street
New York,NY 10017
5 SpeeoStreet,Box 955
Pramingham,_ 01701
Ii W. ¢2nd Street
New York,NY I0036
C. V. Ramamoorthf
714-B21-B3BO
Ann Morley
I12-B69-7140
_ _
